Pole Star BY DROPS DESIGN
Crochet DROPS rug with stripes and zig-zag pattern in "Eskimo".
DROPS 163-12
DROPS design: Pattern no ee‑541
Yarn group E or C + C
‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑
Measurements: approx. 112 cm / 44'' in diameter (from tip to tip)
Materials:
DROPS ESKIMO from Garnstudio
150 g color no 05, turquoise
200 g color no 46, medium gray
150 g color no 37, sapphire
200 g color no 01, off white
200 g color no 53, light gray
DROPS CROCHET HOOK SIZE 7 mm/K or L – or size needed to get 10 dc
x 6 rows = 4'' x 4'' (10 x 10 cm).
All yarns are DROPS yarns. Color charts and updated retailer lists at www.garnstudio.com
Share your project with us on Facebook or Instagram using #dropsdesign :)

Yarn costs for this pattern: from 46.80 $ in yarn

DROPS Max Prices (PER 15.01.2016)
United States
ESKIMO UNI COLOUR (50g)

2.60 USD

ESKIMO MIX (50g)

3.00 USD

ESKIMO PRINT (50g)

3.25 USD

ESKIMO TWEED (50g)

3.25 USD

ESKIMO DEGRADÉ (50g)

3.25 USD

DROPS Needles & Hooks

from 1.50 USD

To get the measurement tape to be 100 % accurate, you have to print out the pattern in full scale (and not use the print option
"fit to page").

Instructions to DROPS 163-12 NEED HELP? READ MORE AT THE END OF THE PATTERN

MAGIC CIRCLE:
When piece is worked in the round, start with this technique to avoid hole in the middle (instead of ch‑ring):
Hold the yarn end and wind the yarn one time around the index finger to make a loop. Hold the loop with left
thumb and middle finger, place the yarn over left index finger. Insert hook through the loop, make a YO and
pull yarn through loop, work ch 3, then work 11 dc around the loop. Pull the yarn end to tighten loop. Fasten
the yarn end on the back side.
CROCHET INFO:
Replace first dc at beg of every dc round with 3 ch. Finish round with 1 sl st in 3rd ch at beg of round.
PATTERN:
See diagram A.1.
STRIPES:
Piece is worked in stripes ‑ READ COLOR CHANGE.
3 ROUNDS medium gray
2 ROUNDS sapphire
2 ROUNDS off white
2 ROUNDS light gray
2 ROUNDS turquoise
2 ROUNDS sapphire
2 ROUNDS off white
2 ROUNDS light gray
2 ROUNDS medium gray
COLOR CHANGE:
To get a nice color change when working, work last dc on round as follows: Make a YO, insert hook in last st,
get the yarn and pull it through st, make a YO and pull it through the first 2 sts on hook, then make a YO
with the new color and pull it through the 2 sts on hook.
‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑
RUG:
Worked in the round in turquoise before working stripes and zig‑zag.
CIRCLE:
Work a MAGIC CIRCLE ‑ see explanation above, with 12 dc ‑ READ CROCHET INFO, on hook size 7 mm with
turquoise. Continue to work as follows:
ROUND 1: Work 2 dc in every dc = 24 dc.
ROUND 2: Work * 2 dc in first dc, 1 dc in next dc *, repeat from *‑* the entire round = 36 dc. REMEMBER THE
CROCHET GAUGE!
ROUND 3: Work * 2 dc in first dc, 1 dc in each of the next 2 dc *, repeat from *‑* the entire round = 48 dc.
ROUND 4: Work * 2 dc in first dc, 1 dc in each of the next 3 dc *, repeat from *‑* the entire round = 60 dc.
ROUND 5: Work * 2 dc in first dc, 1 dc in each of the next 4 dc *, repeat from *‑* the entire round = 72 dc.
ROUND 6: Work * 2 dc in first dc, 1 dc in each of the next 3 dc *, repeat from *‑* the entire round = 90 dc.
Switch to medium gray ‑ READ COLOR CHANGE!
ZIG‑ZAG:
Then work STRIPES ‑ see explanation above ‑ while AT THE SAME TIME working zig‑zag as follows: Work A.1
5 times in total on round (= 10 tips). When A.1 has been worked 1 time vertically, repeat 3rd round in A.1.
Continue until stripes are done. Piece measures approx. 112 cm / 44'' in diameter (from edge of tips). Fasten
off.
‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑
Slippers:
See DROPS 163‑13 or "Related patterns" in pattern on website.
‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑

Diagram explanations
= dc in st below
= dc around ch‑space below
= 3 ch
= this row is explained in pattern

Diagram for

Do you need help with this pattern?
You can find 10 related videos available on this pattern's Video tab at:
http://www.garnstudio.com/pattern.php?id=7162&cid=17
We take pride in providing patterns that are correct and easy to understand. All patterns are translated from
Norwegian and you can always check the original pattern for measurements and calculations.
If we get a report of a potential error, we will review the pattern as soon as possible, and make the correction
if necessary. This will normally be done within 2‑3 days. If no correction is made, it means that we couldn't
find any error/mistake. We then recommend you to get in contact with the store where you bought your yarn,
or try to get help in the forums.

Find a DROPS Superstore!
Nordic Mart
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